As a future teacher, often relegated to the “gym,” it is important to let your principal know who you are and that you are an integral part of her/his community of teachers. Your charge in this regard is to introduce yourself to your principal at each placement. Tell him/her about yourself, your interests and what content you will be teaching while in her/his school. Remember that you are like every other teacher, so you too should let the principal know what good things are going on in your classroom. Invite your principals to see you teach and ask for their feedback. Your part of this exercise is to write up a short (1-2 page) summary of one of these interactions. Please follow the criteria below for your summary. Include a copy of this rubric with your summary to avoid the loss of credit (-20 pts).

Components

_/20_ School, principal, cooperating teacher and date of introduction identified
_/20_ Overall impression of your interaction with the principal (good, bad, scary, etc.)
_/20_ Discussion of what you learned from this interaction
_/20_ If your principal agreed to observe you teach, the outcome of that observation
_/20_ Value of this experience for you as a future professional
_/20_ Writing quality (double-spaced, spelling, grammar, organization, clarity, etc.)

Additional comments:

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

TOTAL GRADE:_______/120